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shapes may be used in the Multi-Mission Modular Stage, 3,286,529 
MULTI-PaSSION MBBDmE However, a conventional cylindrical type with semi-el- 
Jay H. Laare, ZPEtntsville, Ala., assignor to the United lipsoidal bulkheads is the preferred shape since the total 
Slates of America as represen(ed by the Administrator propellant volume of such tanks is a function of the pro- 
of tile National Aeronautics and Space Administration 5 pellant tank c~clindrical length. For tanks of a given 
Filed Qct. '7, 1964, Ser. No. 402,365 d~ameter and bulkhead configuration the propellant vol- 
2 Claims. (CI. 102-49) ume can be adapted to the exact loading requirements of 
the mission by simply changing the length of the cylindri- 
The invention described herein may be manufactured cal sections of the tanks. Besides their volumetric flexi- 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 10 bility, the cylindrical tank designs are preferable for the 
of America for Governmental purposes without the pay- module concept because they offer sin~plicity, ease of 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. fabrication, and known fluid dynamics and outage char- 
This invention relates to a new and novel concept for acteristics. Furthermore, the simple cylindrical tank 
the design of a stage for a rocket propelled space vehicle geometry is among the best from the standpoint of mini- 
which is capable of performing a number of different mis- 15 mizing overall modular stage length. Stage compactness 
sions. More particularly the invention relates to a stage is an especially important design consideration in nearly 
of a rocket powered space vehicle in which a portion of all potential applications of a multi-mission modular stage 
its components are immutable in size and in relationship because launch vehicle stiffness and bending frequency 
to one another, while other of the components of the characteristics are less pronounced for the shorter vehi- 
stage are changeable so that it may be utilized to per- 20 cle configurations. 
form many different missions of space exploration. The immutable hardware items for the stage include 
As the exploration of space progresses, the number the rocket engines, the thrust structure connecting the 
and variety of missions increase. The array of mission engines to the stage support rings, the thrust vector con- 
possibilities has made it very expensive monlentarilj~ and trol system, the propellant tank bulkheads, and the pro- 
manpower-wise to design and construct the specialized 25 pellant feed systems ducting interconnecting the engines 
stage systems required to bridge the velocity gap between and the tank, the tank support structure, and the pres- 
the earth orbital or escape payload capability of our pres- surization system. The changeable items in the stage 
ent rocket vehicles and the terminal maneuver and char- would include the tank cylindrical sections, the outer 
acteristic velocity requirements for deep space missions shell which is load and length tailored depending on the 
of the futnre. This terminal phase is entirely dependent 30 mission, and the support rings whose size is dependent 
on the mission. It  may require only a relatively sirnple on the weight carried by the stage. 
velocity stage, but on the other hand a complex landing It  is seen that the modular stage can thus be utilized 
stage may be required for some special missions. The far a wide variety of missions simply by increasing or de- 
practice of designing and developing a totally unique and creasing the size of the propellant tanks by utilizing a 
optimum terminal stage for each major mission is lead- 35 custom tailored tank cylindrical section. The outer shell 
ing to staggering costs and excessive manpower and re- of the stage would also be custom tailored to support the 
source requirements in the national space program. desired payload weight and tank weight. The amount of 
In conventional approaches to stage design, the struc- design work required then for such a stage is cut to only 
tural elements and functions are intimately integrated with a fraction of that which would be required if it was neces- 
the propulsion system. This is the case, for example, 40 sary to conceive of an entirely new unit utilizing propel- 
where the propulsion system propellant tanks are de- lant tanks as load bearing structure. 
signed to be the load-bearing structural elements in the Accordingly it is an object of this invention to provide 
stage. For this conventional design approach a change a stage for a rocket propelled space vehicle containing 
in the basic mission, with its probable change in propel- a maximum number of immutable items so that the design 
lant loading, upper body weight, and bending moment problems in creating a vehicle for a net mission will be 
characteristics can have a profound influence on the tanks, 45 minimized. 
as structural elements, which might complicate o r  penal- It  is another object of this invention to provide a stage 
ize the propellant tank system in its dual role as a pro- for a rocket propelled space vehicle in which the rela- 
pulsion sub-system. tionship of the engines to their support structure is fixed 
The above enumerated disadvantages of the use of a and in which the relationship of the engines to the propel- 
unique terminal stage for each major mission has spurred '' lant feed ducting is also fixed. 
a search for a "missing-link" terminal stage which can It is still another object of this invention to provide a 
work with an anticipated booster vehicle and provide stage for a rocket propelled space vehicle in which the 
the terminal propulsive requirements of a group of mis- relationship between the rocket engines, the propellant 
sions. The Multi-Mission Modular Stage is the out- feed ducting to the engines, a bulkhead of the propellant 
growth of the scarch. 55 storage tanks, and the engine support structure are fixed. 
The Multi-Mission Modular Stage envisions a single, Yet another object of this invention is to provide a 
all purpose hardware entity, utilizing a true building block stage for a rocket propellel space vehicle in which the 
approach. Ideally, the hardware entity consists of an propellant storage tanks are supported by the structure of 
unchangeable colfection of all the propulsive and sC~uc- the stage rather than being an integral portion of the stage 
turai elements which can be physically standardized and itself. 
still meet the functional requirements of a wide variety Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
of n~issians. iVl~;Le it i~ not possibIe to standardize all stage for a rocket propelled space vehicle irr which the 
the elenzents of the stage it has been found possible to propellant storage tank bulkheads are immutable, but in 
standardize a majority of the elements which in combina- which the center sections of these tanks map be tailored 
tion with a few changeabls items provides a stage which " to fit the particular propellant load requirements of a 
can be utilized in a wide variety of space missions, specific space mission. 
The stage generally consists of a plurality of tanks These and other objects and advantages of this inven- 
containing the requisite propellants and preferably a tion will be more apparent upon reference to the follow- 
plurality of rocket engines although it is obvious that a ing specification, appended claims, and drawings wherein: 
single engine could be successfully utilized. Spheroidal, 70 FIGURE 1 is a perspective view partly broken away 
torodial, ellipsoidal, prolate spheroidal, and other tank showing the bottom and side of a preferred embodiment 
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of the multi-mission stage carrying payload and a pay- Aexibiliiy is a highly decirable featrtic in a nlulti ri~ission 
load protecting shroud; module. Otherwise, the stage wril be hand-capped m 
FIGURE 2 is a perscpective view of a multi-mission certaln rnisslons by havlng excess tank volumes and struc- 
module and illustrating the spec~alized hardware items tural welghls that would restilt ilom a fixed volume de- 
contained in that nlodale; 5 sign. The ieq~iisite flexibility is cc.coniplished in the multi- 
FIGURE 3 is a view similar to that of FIGURE 2 mission module by custom buildilig the center cyljndrical 
showing the immutable hardware items contained in a tank sections 34 and 40 to such a length as to provide, 
multi-mission module; in cooperation wilh bulkheads 38, 32, 36, and 38, the 
FIGURE 4 is a fragmentary side elevation, partly desired volun~e. Thus, a mission requiring a light pay- 
broken away, showing a rocket powered space vehicle load, a small change in velocity, and of a short duration 
having a payload protecting shroud and including a first will require a small propellant tank volume and therefore 
multi-mission module stage adapted to place a payload relativeiy short center cylindrical sections. On the other 
in a Itmar orbit, and a second multi-mission stage adapted hand, a mission requiring a heavy payload, a large change 
to act as the breaking stage for a lunar landing; in velocity, and of a long duration would require a large 
FIGURE 5 is a side elevation of a multi-stage rocket 15 propellant volume and hence long canter cylindrical sec- 
powered space vehicle including two multi-mission mod- tions. Many variations and con~binations of the above 
ule stages; mission dependent factors can occur, but simply by chang- 
FIGURE 6 is a side elevation, partly sectional view ing the length of the center cyli~ldrical section the pro- 
of a multi-mission module showing a pair of extensible pellant load requirements can be met for all conditions. 
tanks combined with two rocket engines in a first arrange- 20 As stated before, many tank geometries may be utilized 
ment; in the module. The cylindrical design has been found 
FIGURE 7 is a view similar t o  FIGURE 6 but showing to be the most attractive, however, due to its greater sim- 
another propellant tank and engine arrangement in which plicity, volumetric flexibility, fabrication ease, and known 
a single engine is combined with two pairs of extensible fluid dynamics and outage characteristics. In  addition, 
[tanks; and 25 the simple cylindrical tank geometry proves t o  be anlong 
FIGURE 8 shows yet another propellant tank and the best from the standpoint of minimizing overall stage 
engine arrangement in which three rocket engines are lengths. Stage compactness is recognized to be an especial- 
combined with a single large extensible tank and three ly important consideration in nearly all of the potential 
smaller extensible tanks. multi-mission module applications. This is most signifi- 
With continued reference to the accompanying figures 30 cantly the case in lunar logistics systems applications 
wherein like numerals designate similar parts throughout wherein the landing weight of the touchdown stage is in- 
the various views, and with initial attention directed to timately related and accutely sensitive to the center of 
FIGURE 1, reference numeral 10 designates one form of mass and height of the landing vehicle at the time of 
multi-mission module supporting a payload (not &own) lunar touchdown. All missions benefit from stage com- 
protected by an aerodynamic shroud 12. The module 35 pactness, however, since adverse launch vehicle stiffness 
includes an outer skin 14 secured to a plurality of sup- and bending frequency characteristics are less pronounced 
porting rings 16, fuel tanks 18, and oxidizer tanks 20. for the shorter vehicle configurations. 
The fuel tanks 18 are secured to the lower ring 16 by The immutable hardware items included in the multi- 
means of braces 22, and similarly, the oxidizer tanks 20 mission module are illustrated in FIGURE 3 in  bold lines 
are secured to the lower ring 16 by braces 24. The fuel 40 with the specialized support rings and cylindrical tank 
tanks 18 are secured to one another by a cross tie bar 26 sections shown in broken lines. The engines 42 are stand- 
while the oxidizer tanks 20 are secured to one another by ardized items with a nominal thrust level and may or 
a similar but shorter cross tie bar 28. may not incorporate throttling capability, depending on 
As best shown in FIGURES 1 through 5, each of the the mission application spectrum. Studies have indicated 
oxidizer tanks 20 is comprised of 3 sections; namely, top 45 that the given or nominal thrust level should optimally 
semi-ellipsoidal bulkhead 30, bottom semi-ellipsoidal satisfy missions in which the module is required to func- 
bulkhead 32, and center cylindical section 34. Likewise, tion in a relatively strong gravity field, such as the final 
each of the fuel tanks 18 are comprised of a top semi- or braking stage of a lunar logistics mission. The engines 
ellipsoidal bulkhead 36, a bottom semi-ellipsoidal bulk- illustrated produce on the order of 15,000 pounds of 
head 38, and a center cylindrical section 40. 50 thrust each. The other space or velocity stage applications 
The module illustrated in FIGURES 1 to 5 also in- have been observed to suffer only very slight performance 
cludes a pair of rocket engines 42 secured to a supporting penalties by standardizing on a thrust level specifically 
ring 16 by means of thrust structure 44 which is fabri- tailored to best suit the unique requirements of those ap- 
cated from a plurality of metal channels 46 welded or plications in which gravity losses become a significant 
otherwise suitably secured together to  form a strong, uni- 55 factor. 
tary, V-shaped structure. As best illustrated in FIG- The immutable portions of the propellant tanks are the 
URES 1 and 2, the thrust structure frame is notched at upper and l ~ w e r  semi-ellipsoidal bulkheads 30 and 3% 
48 to accommodate one of the support rings 16. respectively of the oxidizer tanks, and the upper and 
Guidance of the stage is accomplished by means of lower semi-ellipsoidal bulkheads 36 and 38, respectively, 
an instrument unit 52. This unit includes equipment for 60 for the fuel tanks. Standardization of these elements is 
internal and/or external control plus telemetry transmit- very desirable since they are difficult to construct and 
ters for sending information back to a receiving station. hence production in quantity greatly lowers the cost in 
The specialized items which must be specifically de- accordance with the well known advantages of mass fab- 
signed for a stage, such as that shown in FIGURE 1, rication, 
are illustrated in F I G U M  2 in bold Imes. These include 65 The rings 16 are, as described befole, variable in size and 
the outer skin 14 and support rings 16 which must be strength characteristics in accordance wiih the mission 
tailored to accommodate the load that can consist solely to be periornled by tlze module. As shown in FIGURES 
of the payload or the payload and one or more stages. 2 and 3, however, the position of these rings is constant 
Ullage motors such as that identified by reference nuiner- relative to the engine thrust structure and the bottom 
a1 54 must be designed for the particular space mission 70 hemispheric bulkheads 32 and 38 of the tanks. 'Thus, the 
to be undertaken, and, of course, the type of apparatus engines may be set into a stage with clearances and the 
to be placed in the instrument unit 52 is almost complete- possibile effect of the exhaust flame as known factors. 
ly dependent upon the particular mission. From the foregoing it is clear that a great number of 
As propellant requirements vary extensively from mis- the above described immutable items may be manufac- 
sion to mission, it is apparent that propellant volume T 5  tured and stored "on the shelf." As various missions are 
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agreed upon the required outer skin, support lings; and the most significant are lower design costs, lower manufac- 
tank cylindlical center sections can be designed to coop- turing costs, increased reliability, and isolation of the fuel 
erate with the immutable items. Thus, it is obvious that storage containers from the load bearing structure result- 
des~gn costs as well as manufacturing costs will be mini- ing in greatly simplified insulation problems. It  is possible 
mized. 5 by utilizing these teachings to vary propellanr. loading of 
The many advantages of such a system are ifiustlated in the module by changing the length of the center cylindrical 
FIGURES 4 and 5 whelein is shown a large multi-stage tank sections. This may be done without affecting the en- 
launch vehicle adapted for a mission of lunar exp]ora- gines, engine thrust structure, piping from the tanks to the 
tion and logistics. The first stage 62 and second stage 64 engines, fill and vent lines, and so forth. The use of a 
are used to lift the payload from the earth into the upper 10 "standardized" module is a vast improvement over the 
atmosphere, each stage separating from the vehicle after usually accepted method of designing from the "grou~ld 
it has performed its function. Thereafter the engines in UP'' a completely new stage to fulfill the needs of per- 
the third stage 56 are started t~ place the payload into an haps only one specific mission. It  is obvious that this in- 
earth parking orbit. ~h~ third stage $6 engines are in- vention will result in greatly reduced costs for the national 
activated after orbit is achieved and later restarted to pro- 15 Space program. 
vide power so that the vehicle will escape from earth orbit The invention n a y  be embodied in other specific forms 
and commence the trip to the moon. The third stage 66 without departing from the spirit o r  essential characteris- 
is then separated from the vehicle. tics thereof. The present embodiments are therefore con- 
Mid-course corlections and injection into lunar orbit sidered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive, 
are achieved by utilizing the thrust provided by the engines 20 the scope of the invention being indicated by the appended 
42 in a first multi-mission module 68. When lunar orbit rather than the and 
is achieved the first module (58 is separated from the ve- changes which come within the meaning and range of 
hicle and the engines 42 in a second multi-lnission lnodule equivalency of these claims are therefore intended to be 
70 function to slow the vehicle to commence descent to embraced therein. 
the lunar surface. The thrust developed by the engines 25 What is claimed and desired to be secured by United 
42 in the second module 70 is also used to provide hover- States Letters Patent is: 
ing power and a slow, controlled landing speed. The land- 1. In a space vehicle carrying a payload having specific 
ing gear 72 on the second module 70 is extended outward- size and weight characteristics, a stage comprising: 
ly during the descent to function as an impact absorber 30 (a)  an immutable first group of elements including 
for touchdown and to provide a stable base upon which (1) a plurality of rocket engines; 
the module 70 rests. (2) thrust transmitting structure secured to each 
Since injection into lunar orbit requires less sustained of said rocket engines; 
thrust than does descent and landing, the amount of pro- ( 3 )  said thrust transmitting structure comprising 
pellant loading required for the first module 68 is less 35 a framework joined to said rocket engines and 
than that required for the second module 70. The center projecting toward the periphery of said stage; 
cyclindrical tank sections 34' and 40' in the first module (4) a plurality of propellant container bulkheads; 
60 are therefore shorter than the center cylindrical tank (5) conduit means connected to said rocket en- 
sections 34" and 40" in the second n ~ o d ~ ~ l e  70 (see FIG- gines; 
LJRE 5). 40 (b) a specialized second group of elements including 
On the other hand the load carried by module 70 is (1) a load bearing structure designed specifically 
less than that carried by module 68 since the latter must to support said payload; 
support both the payload within shroud 12' and the en- (2) said load bearing structure including a plu- 
tire module 70. Thus, the outer skin 14' and the support rality of supporting rings encircling said first 
rings 46' for the first module 48 must be designed to 45 group of elements; 
carry mole weight than the corresponding skin 14" and (3) means for joining selected pairs of said con- 
support rings 16" in module 70. tainer bulkheads to form closed containers the 
Flom the foregoing it is appaient that two stages having capacity of which may be varied by changing the 
entirely different functions have been created using, for size of said means to thereby provide a means 
the greatest part. interchangeable parts. Only the outer 50 for varying propellant loadings; 
skin, the support rings, and the center cylind~ical tank sec- (4) means interconnecting said conduit means and 
tion differ between the two. The savings to be realized said containers; 
over the usual accepted practice of designing entirely sep- (c) means for securing said framework of said thrust 
arate stages specifically tailored for a particular function transmitting structure to at least one of said sup- is obvious. In addition, leliability of the stages is in- 55 porting rings; 
creased because of the repeated testing and extended use 
of the system in many other allied applications. (d) means for securing the closed containers formed by said bulkheads and said joining means to at least Several stage and propellant tank arrangements which one of said supporting rings. 
employ the "custom length" cylindrical tank design ap- 
proach are illustrated in FIGURES 6 through 8. 2. A space vehicle capable of carrying a payload which 
in 6 ,  a molti-n,isrion module can h$: will vary in sire and weight depending upon its mission, 
two engines 4%' with both fed from a single oxidizer tank a Stage Of said comprising: 
74 and a single fuel tank 76. As shown in FIGURE 7, (a)  an immutable f i~s t  unit including 
a s~ngle ngine 42" iiiay be fed fram three oxidize1 tanks ( 1 ) a plurality of rocket engines; 
8% and lhiee fuel iCxnLs 81 may be ~i;iiized as shown In 65 (2) thru5t transmitting structure secured to each 
FICtTliE 8. The dotted 11nei shc1.v the manner in wh~ch of said rocket engines; 
the vanious tanks can be shortened without dlstrtrbing the (3 )  said thrust transmitting strncture conipr~sing a 
reldliorlship of the tngines, tank 'uoiiaias, and the bairel- framework joined to said rocket englnes and ex- 
shaped support structure. tending toward the periphery of said stage; 70 
It will be apparent that by application of the teachings (4) a plu~ality of hpaced-apart axially aligned pro- pellant container bulkheads; 
contained in the foregoing specification that a stage utiliz- (5) conduit means interconnected with said rocket 
ing a number of imnzutable items combined with items engines for supplying propellants t o  the com- 
specifically tailored to a particular mission may be con- bustion chambers of respective rocket engines; 
structed. This stage has many advantages among which 75 (b) a specialized second group of elements including 
3,286,629 
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(1) a load bearing structule designed specifically '3,024,596 3/1962 1-i"atSeld ---_-_-------  102-49 
to support the weight of the parlicula~ payload 
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